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This document has been researched and written by neighbors whose properties adjoin the 
Osborne property, specifically: Bob and Cindy Kessler, Jan Lutgen and Carl Linz, Sarah and 
Rich Pilcher, Wendy and Ed Howard, Bob and Belinda Price.    
   

Density  Bob Kessler  
Simply put, the developer wants to use a SPD to build in a manner that violates the character of 
our neighborhood.  Under the guise of “clustering” he is trying to increase the number of 
residences per acre, far above what is allowed by the zoning regulations for our neighborhood, 
and to do so without any of the construction courtesies that would normally buffer the impact for 
the neighbors.   
 
Twenty families, ten condo duplexes, ten feet apart, on four acres of land.  Regardless of how 
you rationalize your decision, or how cleverly you work the numbers, there will be 4.8 homes 
per acre, on four acres of land.  That’s a high density complex in a medium density 
neighborhood.  “Reality” is the way something looks and feels. “Reality” effects quality of life 
and property values.  From our property lines, “reality” will be a high density, “at the property 
line”, “all trees removed”, “in your face” proposal, not the euphemistic 2.4 units per acre as 
stated in the Broadway Village Memorandum.  Besides, if you were to take the use-the-entire-lot 
formula to the extreme, would a 16 acre lot with only 4 usable acres then be acceptable to have 
40 condos on that small slice of land?  When does that “logic” of overall lot size argument 
become ridiculous?  Why not build a 20 story skyscraper there on 1 acre, with one family per 
floor??  That too is 2.4 units per acre. The only approach is to go by what is actually on the land 
being used, not a water-down formula to disguise the true effect of a development 
 
What’s even worse is that the “2.4 units per acre” designation is itself  high density.   The zoning 
code for this medium density part of Loveland clearly intends for buildings to be spaced 
comfortably on ½ acre lots or larger.  That is just about 1.7 units per acre after roads are factored 
in.  If the lot were flat and the developer wanted to completely infill, he would only be able to 
build, at most, 12-14 houses after driveways were factored in.  This project asks for 20 units on 
half the amount of land! 
 
The zoning code also mandates that buildings are to be at least 15’ from property lines, which 
makes them at least 30’ from each other.  Most of these condos will be 10’ apart. 
 
The Comprehensive Plan lists the following goals for Original Neighborhoods:  

1. “Develop a plan to preserve the unique character of these residential uses, including the 
size, scale, setback, and character of structures.” 

a. 4.8 units per acre violates “scale” and “character of structures”. 
b. Structures 10’ apart violates “setbacks”. 

2. “Ensure that the applicable zoning allows for compatible infill without numerous 
variances or zone changes.”  

a. The Master Plan wants infilling to abide by existing, applicable zoning laws, 
without using clever rezoning tactics to slip in developments that are out of 



character with the neighborhood-- which is exactly what this request for rezoning 
is trying to do.  

 
The way these high density condos actually look and feel from our properties, directly effects 
our quality of life and resale values. It may be the American way to say “a man can do whatever 
he wants with his property”.  But with this kind of freedom comes responsibility and 
consideration for your fellow citizens.  Cleverly using a legal means to bypass the very laws 
designed to protect a neighborhood from dissimilar infill is absolutely irresponsible and unkind.  
It may be legal but it feels unethical.   You, as Loveland public officials, have a mandate to 
protect the citizens.  Please uphold the intent of the zoning code and Comprehensive Plan to 
protect us. 
 
Sadly, we suspect that the support of  this proposal, to date, has financial motivations.  We have 
been told directly that this proposal is the only way to develop this site “cost effectively”.  By 
whose profit standards?  You cannot tell me that a reasonable amount of profit cannot be made 
from the construction of a few nice homes on this lot.  Builders infill lots with single homes all 
the time and would not do so if they lost money each time.  If a builder’s profit expectations 
cannot be met, that is his problem.  It is not your responsibility to bend over backwards to ensure 
his profit at the expense of neighbors who have lived here for years and have so very much 
invested in their homes.   
 
Again, you, as Loveland public officials, have a mandate to protect the interests of Loveland 
residents, first, not builder profits. What good are protective regulations if they are cast aside 
with a quick zone change?  Don’t set an uncomfortable precedent here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Clustering and Greenbelts  Wendy Howard 
First off, the Comprehensive Plan lists “clustering” as a goal for the Eastern Neighborhoods, not 
the Original Neighborhoods.  The Osborne property may be near the Eastern Neighborhood, but 
it is not in it. 
 
Clustering creates pockets of higher density within a surrounding area of lower density, which 
makes it feel crowded, devoid of privacy, lower class, cheap.  High density pockets are never 
received well by the surrounding neighbors.  Therefore, these projects need to be designed with a 
sensitivity for the existing community, which usually means substantial visual buffers. 
 
A complex like this should incorporate earth berms and landscape plantings (or existing 
woodlands) that create a truly effective visual barrier for neighboring properties.  By contrast, 
the Osborne project will remove every tree on the four acres (3 of which are heavily wooded), all 
the way up to the property line.  The development will then be pushed right up to the property 
line with virtually no room for a visual buffer.  To compound the problem, there is minimal front 
yard space to landscape, that would soften the impact of the buildings individually. Aesthetics 
play a big role in how something feels and landscape materials go a long way in softening 
architectural harshness.  In this case the neighbors have no significant visual barrier, whatsoever, 
between our properties and the condos. It is an “at the property line”, “all the trees removed”, “in 
your face”, “high density” proposal . . . and we don’t want it. 
 
Be very careful how and where you “cluster” housing, as it greatly impacts the neighbors.  Using 
the concept of clustering to allow high density condos, within clear view of the neighboring 
properties, might be technically legal, but it feels very wrong ethically.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Salability of Condos in Loveland  Cindy Kessler 
1. Overall Condo Market Recedes  
When we heard that condos were proposed for the Osborne property, we talked to a lot of real estate professionals, 
and went online, all to find out if more condos are good for Loveland or not.  One source of information was the 
National Association of Home Builders’ website.  They post articles intended to guide builders to profitable trends 
and away from pitfalls.  From those articles we found the following quotes: 
 

1. “In 2005, condos captured 43% of the multifamily starts.  The industry feels that was the high water mark 
of the condo boom.”  

2. “In a questionnaire sent to condo developers, 49% reported that they had reduced prices on their condo 
units to boost sales.”  

3. “As the condo boom recedes, the share of condos occupied by renters will increase, many owned by 
investors.  Higher end apartment occupancy rates are already showing a drop that is being linked to condos 
entering the rental market.” 

4. “A forecast by the NAHB says that, in today’s cooling housing market, there is a fear that condos are going 
to glut the market and that it will be hard to absorb all of the supply that construction produced in 2006 and 
2007.”     

5. “Builder confidence in the condo market eroded in late 2006.” 
 
This national downturn in the condo market is felt locally as well.  For instance, there are two White Pillars condos 
currently on the market, neither of which is selling very fast.  The $216,000 one has  been on the market for over 
350 days.  The other, selling for $251,000 has been on the market for over 387 days.  A condo in Hidden Creek, 
asking price $125,000, has been on the market for over 200 days 
 
2. Urban Core Condo Market is Stable 
According to the NAHB, the one place where the condo market seems to be stable is in vibrant urban cores.  One 
article stated “Although there has been no major shift back to the cities, multifamily development has been shifting 
back to the densely populated cores of major metropolitan areas” and then they talk about successes in cities like 
New York, Boston, Baltimore, Washington DC, etc.  Even in Cincinnati, One Lytle Place and condos in Newport, 
with a river view, are doing well.   
 
If more condos were going to be built in Loveland, it seems that they would have a better chance of success if they 
were located in downtown Loveland, as in the tabled Great Traditions proposal, rather than in a traditional 
neighborhood setting like ours.     
 
3. Competition 
Condos on the Osborne property will be at a disadvantage from the onset because condos in larger complexes tend 
to sell better than those in smaller complexes.  This is because larger complexes have lower condo fees (more units 
to distribute the costs over) and offer desirable amenities, like swimming pools, club houses, exercise rooms and 
social events.  Consider that  White Pillar’s offers very nice amenities and asks only $250,000 for a 2,000 square 
feet condo, compared to Osborne’s $300,000 for 1,400 square feet.  Why would a buyer prefer an Osborne condo?  
It certainly won’t be for a lack of available competition, as White Pillars has 141 condos planned ultimately. 
 
4. Seniors in Loveland  
You say that you want to market these condos to Loveland seniors who want to downsize but stay in the 
community.  One real estate agent told us that Loveland is “not a hot bed” of senior retirement investment. 
Statistically, according to the 2000 census, only 11% of the people in Loveland are over 65, not exactly a huge 
consumer base to draw from.  
 
5. Parting Thought 
All these statistics, combined with the overall weak housing market, make the Osborne condos prime candidates for 
the rental market, exactly what Loveland does not need.  
  



Condos and Property Values Bob Price  
Condos represent an entirely different way of thinking about one’s place of abode, and that is in direct 
conflict with single family homeowners.    
 
A single family residence is traditionally thought of as one’s castle.  It is purchased as a long term 
investment and carefully maintained over the years. Condos are purchased almost exclusively for 
“lifestyle change” reasons, as “stepping stone” or rental properties.  Their buyers have no interest in 
“sweat equity” that binds one emotionally to his property.  Condo owners just want a maintenance-free 
place to live and the freedom to pursue their personal interests.  Without a strong emotional connection to 
the property, the incidence of certain problems (see list below) manifest themselves more often with 
condos than single family homes.  
 
We have talked to two city managers, multiple real estate agents, financial investors, appraisers, a lawyer, 
and fellow community members, trying to understand what this means to our home investments.  From 
this research, we feel that condos have enough negative issues that they will definitely lower our property 
values.  We have even been told that nearby condos immediately bring down a home’s selling price 10% 
to 20%.  Admittedly, not every complex is going to have all of these issues.  But, as a whole, condos 
carry very real “baggage’, and we do not want  it associated with our properties.     
 
Problems: 
1. Condos are more likely to become rental property than private residences are. (The NAHB is already 

reporting a nationwide upswing in condos as rental properties.)  
2. Home appraisers consider condos to be equivalent to having an apartment complex next to your 

property, which absolutely devalues nearby homes. 
3. Condos have high foreclosure and turnover rates.  (The condos around Enyart and Union Cemetery are 

known within the financial community to be wrought with these problems.)   
4. Condos do not appreciate in value at the same rate as private residences. 
5. Condos do not sell as well as private residences.      
 
 
Whether deserved or not, condos carry this negative baggage.  And because there is a significant segment 
of the population that simply will not buy a private residence with “condo baggage”, it absolutely effects 
the resale value of surrounding properties.  As one real estate agent put it succinctly, “no homeowner 
wants a condo complex to be built in his backyard, even though some condos are great places to live.  Just 
ask the builder and members of P&Z if they want it outside their kitchen window”.  The fact that no one 
wants a condo complex next door has been confirmed repeatedly by the outpouring of sympathy that we 
receive, every time we mention “the condos” to someone new.  
 
Because of this oil/water relationship between condos and private residences, we have found that city 
fathers tend to proceed very gently when they introduce condos into the existing community.  I don’t 
mean to be too harsh, but  we do not feel this to be the case here.  Because this early-stage proposal is “at 
the property line”, “all trees removed”, “in your face”, “high density”, it reveals the developer’s a total 
disregard for the neighbors’ perspective. Granting a SPD will exempt him from zoning code standards 
established to protect the aesthetic and financial well being of our neighborhood.  Without that bit of 
protection, our interests will truly be nothing more than dust in the wind. 
 

 
 



Environmental Issues  Carl Linz 
Impact on Natural Drainages 
The Osborne property is very complex topographically, with two creeks at the bottom of very steep 
ravines.   Banks on both creeks are so steep that in places, one cannot descend on foot. Although the most 
dramatic topography is protected, the four acres to be built upon will have every the tree removed and the 
earth reshaped.  The creek in these four acres receives a tremendous amount of runoff from as far away as 
The Loveland Early Childhood Center, northern Miami Trails Subdivision, and McCoy Park. 
 
A few years ago Loveland flooded severely.  A high school student was swept away and drowned.  
Numerous homes flooded, including many in Miami Trails. The creek on the Osborne property that will 
be built upon  was a raging torrent that carried away all the fallen timber in it’s path (view Exhibit B to 
see today’s fallen timber for perspective). After the waters receded, the creek bed was completely scoured 
clean and huge slabs of rock were rearranged as if they were pebbles.   
 
The flooding that killed the teen (in the creek by Walgreens on Loveland Maderia Rd.) was directly 
attributed to heavy runoff caused by the removal of natural vegetation on nearby hillsides.  This was part 
of residential construction and in compliance with all construction regulations.   
 
In response to those devastating floods, and an increased awareness of general watershed protection and 
erosion issues, Loveland created the Steep Slope Regulations, passed by council this past Feb.  Basically, 
the new ordinance discourages construction on any slope greater than 18% and forbids construction on 
any slope 30% or greater.  The slope under each condo duplex is as follows:  
 
1. 22% 
2. 28% 
3. 28% 
4. 32% 
5. 32% 
6. 26% 
7. 32% 
8. 20% 
9. 26% 
10. 24%   
 
Looking at these condos, imposed over a topographic map, it is obvious that all violate the “greater than 
18%” regulation and three violate the 30%.  A red line shows a distance of 100’over topographic lines, 
each representing 2 feet each, showing the calculation process.  See Exhibit C.   
 
So what does this feel like in the real world, let’s start with Exhibit E.  The slope of the land, under the 
foot print of the barn, is a 38% slope.   Condo #3 will basically sit where the barn sits currently.  Condos 
6 and 7 will cantilever over the small creek ravine (see Exhibits B & D), their corners 10’ apart, high 
above Cindy’s head.   
 
In order to accommodate condos 6 & 7, the creek will need to be dug up and the earth moved out of the 
way, while massive culvert pipes are set into the creek bed. Pylons will have to be sunk into the bedrock 
below the creek, straddling and cantilevering over the culvert pipes. Then the earth will be piled over the 
concrete structures and straw will be sprayed over the raw dirt to prevent erosion.    
 
Every condo in this proposal will sit on a dramatically altered site, to the degree that many retaining walls 
will need to be constructed to hold everything in place.  It is interesting that, in an effort to minimize 
construction’s impact on steep hillsides, this same ordinance discourages the use of retaining walls, 
stating that they will be used only when “absolutely necessary”.   



 
This proposal is highly intrusive construction on a steep and delicate landscape. Every building violates 
the intent of the Steep Slope Regulations.    The builder has already acknowledged, in conversations with 
the neighbors, that this is a major area of concern. Residents downstream along Bare’s Creek have already 
hired engineers to help them address current erosion problems, that this project will only make worse.    
 
Natural woodlands are a delicate ecosystem that stabilize hillsides.  Gross removal of these protective 
woodlands renders steep hillsides vulnerable to rampant erosion and raises the incidence of flooding.  
This, in turn, threatens property, lives and water quality.   The new Steep Slope Regulations are designed 
to prevent these problems.  How do you feel the Steep Slope Regulations relate to this project?     
 
Neighbors Trees  
Since the road will be so close to the property line, how will the neighbors trees be dealt with?   

1. Typical tree protection requires the installation of construction fencing that excludes construction 
traffic over the tree’s “root zone”. As drawn on the plans, the road will go right through some of 
the neighbor’s tree’s root zones.   

2. Usually trees that have suffered from the impact of construction die about five years after the 
construction is complete.  Will the builder be held responsible for removal and replacement of 
any trees that die at that later date?   

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Listen to the People  Rich Pilcher 
At the August 22, 2006 Council Meeting, when discussing the W. Loveland corridor’s rezoning, 
Councilman Dan Daly commented that the three things he hears most from constituents is to 
lower taxes, build a community pool, and stop building houses.  Listen guys, people don’t want 
more homes! They want some open space and hate increased traffic.  Stop the over development! 
It is threatening the charm of Loveland.  With this thought in mind, a few nice homes are a far 
better choice for the Osborne property than 20 condos.   
 
Lest you suggest the “empty nester” argument for the condos, please be aware that there are 
many empty nesters in this room, all opposing this project, all very comfortable with their 
private residences that will be impacted by this condo project.  It is a bit ironic that you want to 
create housing for new empty nesters, at the expense of empty nesters who have been here for 
years, people who have an “emotional investment” in their properties.  
 
The Osborne property will be developed in some way, that is a given.  But let it contribute as 
little as possible to the increasing population and traffic congestion of Loveland.  20 condos on 4 
acres are just “way over the top”! 
  

 
 
Erroneous Sales Pitch  Cindy Kessler 
The developer justifies a condo complex by saying that there’s an apartment building and a two-
family in the area, so the condos would fit right in.  Those units indeed share our hilltop, but 
neither are an asset we’re proud of. Comparing the condos to these units is accurate though . . .   
since real estate agents and loan institutions will tell you that condos and apartments , regardless 
of how much they cost, devalue surrounding property values equally.   
 
Our part of Loveland is older but definitely on the upswing.  Very nice homes have been built on 
Joyce Ln., several properties close to the Osborne property have been fully renovated, homes on 
Broadway are currently under extensive renovation, and The Reserves of Loveland subdivision 
is being built.  
 
There are no other such condos in Loveland.  This is a precedence setting move.  Which way do 
we want to guide our community, on the existing upward trend or backwards, towards the 
apartment and two family? 
 

 
 
 
 



Equity of Zoning Intent  Bob Price 
This past summer, Council changed the zoning for W. Loveland Ave from medium density to 
low, for the sole purpose of preserving the character of the neighborhood since it is a primary 
entry into Loveland.  It is our grave misfortune that we were not included in this protective 
move, but it shows that Council cares about preserving the character of the gateways into our 
town.  Would Council not would want to preserve the character of the eastern gateway as much 
as the western gateway?   
 
Our the medium density classification and the concept of clustering are being combined to 
justify what in reality will be a high density development.  This is totally out of character with 
the surrounding neighborhood and therefore not consistent with Council’s desire to protect the 
character of community gateways.           
 

 
 
Traffic  Rich Price 
East Broadway in an extremely busy road with a steep hill and curves, all of which converge at 
the exact point where the Osborne Estates drive will enter the road.  Within the past few years, 
one child has been killed crossing the road and a teen suffered severe trauma in accidents in this 
immediate area.   
 
The heavy traffic necessitated a complete renovation of the Five Points intersection, just down 
the hill.  Even so, traffic still crawls through downtown Loveland at rush hour, making the short 
drive from Loveland Madeira Rd. to the eastern suburbs a long and frustrating ordeal.   
 
When Bob Kessler mentioned the congestion to Jerry Stoker, he immediately commented on 
how long it took him just to pull out of the Osborne driveway after putting up the zoning meeting 
sign.   
 
20 additional families will only make a bad situation worse.  Consider that: 
1. 20 families represent 40 to 80 additional cars.   
2. Households statistically make 6 to 8 vehicular trips per day.   
3. We are guaranteed to see an increase of 120 to 140 road trips per day.    
 
You hear this all the time, but everyone hates the congestion, it is a very negative aspect of our 
little town. Allowing high density housing on the Osborne property will only make this problem 
worse. 
  

 
 
 



Just a Thought  Carl Linz 
An article ran in the Loveland Herald March 14, 2007, titled “Loveland Holds Onto it’s Past 
While Preparing for Future”.   A segment reads “Loveland may continue to grow for years, and 
the city’s administration is dedicated to . . . enhancing our hometown charm and quality of life.’”   
Another quote states that “many city officials and residents want to maintain its small town 
ambiance.”    
 
What constitutes small town charm and ambiance?  Certainly it is quaint streetlights, colorful 
flower boxes, music in the park, cafes and a great local theater, but it is also homes on 
comfortably sized lots and some breathing space.  Will chopping this parcel into micro sized 
housing “enhance our hometown charm and quality of life”?  Is it the kind of “progress” that our 
children’s children will thank us for?    
 
The severe topography of the Osborne property causes problems for the developer, but these 
very features make it majestically beautiful, a rare and unique landscape in the area, perhaps 
even a place worth preserving. 
 
Perhaps the best solution is to divide this parcel into two parts.  Raze the house and sell the 
relatively flat portion of the property lot to someone who wants to build a very nice, single 
home.  Let the rougher terrain become a nature preserve, accessible to all Loveland residents.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
(The following was not read at Public Hearing, but was included in the package) 

 
Green Space as a “give back” to community  
The green space that the condo developer is “giving to the community” is steep, unbuildable land 
that will do nothing more than ensure a great view for the condo owners.  This is not a gift to the 
greater community, because there is no public access to the area. 
 

Summary  
This is an unfortunate situation for all involved.  It is Mr. Osborne’s misfortune that he doesn’t 
have 8 flat acres to develop.  It is unfortunate that the city doesn’t have the ideal site for condos 
they want to build so desperately.  It is our misfortune that this beautifully wooded lot has to be 
developed.  All we ask for is a reasonable compromise here. We accept that development is 
coming, just don’t let it be high density condos hugging our property lines.    Guide the 
inevitable development in a manner that protects the character of our neighborhood and the 
financial investments we have made in our homes.  
 
Let us repeat, when it is all said and done, regardless of how you rationalize your decision, or 
how cleverly you word documentation, the way crowded condos actually look and feel from our 
properties, directly effects our quality of life and resale values.  You are our representatives, the 
people appointed to uphold the laws and guidelines that protect the interests of Loveland 
residents. It is your responsibility to protect us first, not to ensure builder profits.   
 
Please put yourself in our shoes and imagine this complex knocking at your door.  Take care of 
us as you would want to be taken care of. 
 
Thank you, 
The Neighbors 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 



 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


